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1. ______ is the scientific study of the characteristics of human population

     	--->> Demography

     	      Population

     	      Census

     	      Ratio

2. ______ are very important to the professional health workers because they play a 
major role in the measurement and assessment of population, health and development 
activities

     	      Guret

     	--->> Indices

     	      Ratio

     	      Weight

3. Which of the following DOES NOT describe population from three main aspects

     	      Size

     	--->> Race

     	      Composition

     	      Distribution

4. ________ is the number of people who live in a specified geographical areas during 
a defined time.

     	--->> Population Size

     	      Population Ratio

     	      Population Death

     	      Population Factor

5. The population structure is the distribution of the population by
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     	      Length Group

     	      Solid Group

     	--->> Age Groups

     	      Liquid Group

6. There are a variety of demographic methods for modeling population processes 
EXCEPT _____

     	--->> Figure

     	      Mortality

     	      Fertility

     	      Marriage

7. _______ is the movement of people from one geographical areas to another

     	      Mitgration

     	      Minugration

     	--->> Migration

     	      Metogration

8. The census calendar usually shows the various operations grouped EXCEPT 
_______

     	      Pre-enumeration

     	      Enumeration

     	      Post Enumeration

     	--->> Fast Enumeration

9. The population structure is the distribution of the population by

     	      Length Group

     	      Solid Group

     	--->> Age group
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     	      Liquid Group

10. Which of the following is not factors that cause changes in population

     	      Birth

     	      Death

     	      Migration

     	--->> Exgration
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